
RETRO RADIO
MUSICALLY YOURS

Model No.: iG-1111



1. Place RetroRadio in well ventilated position, and 
make sure to leave 10 cms space between it and 
the surroundings. 

2. Don’t use any oil, solvent, volatile liquid or 
chemical to clean the radio and recorder. Avoid 
high temperature (over 60    
Centigrade) or too low temperature. 

3. When pulling out the plug from AC socket, please 
hold the socket rather then just pulling the AC 
cord to avoid any internal wire damage. Cut off 
the electricity before cleaning   
the radio.

4. Place RetroRadio in stable and flat level position. 
5. Do not place anything on the top of unit.

1. All the voltage must comply with specification 
required to hear. 

2. Any higher or lower voltage will damage the radio, 
which does not fall in the replacement terms.

Information Before Using

Warning
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1. Control Unit
- Switch ON the radio by turning the Volume knob

 - When switching it on the radio switch's to 
bluetooth mode automatically.

 - Use tuning knob to switch between the 
frequencies

 - Torch button: to turn the torch ON or OFF

Function for controls



Using Operation

RADIO

1. Set the function selector for radio position, whirl 
the band switch to AM/FM/SW.

2. Tune-in the desired station by turning the knob.

3. Volume is adjusted with VOL- (NEXT (symbol of 
next) and VOL+/PREV (previous icon)) (VOLUME 
knob) to desired sound level.

4. Antenna 
- For FM, SW reception a telescopic antenna is 

provided. Extend this  antenna fully and rotate 
it to find the best possible reception.

- For AM reception a Ferrite antenna has been 
built-in. This antenna is also direction oriented 
and is recommended to rotate rotate the Radio.

BLUETOOTH

1. For bluetooth mode set the function selector to 
BT/MP3 position

2. Search for pairing name: iGear RetroRadio.



-  Set the function selector to MP3 position.

-  Insert USB/ SD to play automatically.

-  Press NEXT/ F.F        and PREV/REW        button to 
choose desired songs.

-  Long press NEXT/F. F         and PREV/REW              
button to FF and REW the song.

-  Volume is adjusted by turning the volume knob 
left/right.

-  Use        button to switch between  pendrive and
TF card.

MP3:




